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Chicago Classical Academy Charter School 

Report to the Board of Education 

Final Recommendation 

Deny the proposal to open Chicago Classical Academy Charter School 

Non-Profit Information 

Non-Profit: Chicago Classical Academy Charter School Experience Level: New 

School Information 

School: Chicago Classical Academy Charter School Number of Proposed Schools: 1 

Type of School: Charter Proposed Communit(ies): South Loop 

Proposed Facilit(ies) 2545 S Martin Luther King Drive, Chicago 

800 S Wells Street, Chicago 

Opening Date: Fall 2018 

Year 1 Grade 
Configuration: 

K-5 Grade Configuration at Scale: K-8 

Year 1 Enrollment: 224 Enrollment at Scale: 504 

Management 
Organization (MO) (if 
applicable) 

N/A Targeted Student Population Traditional South Loop students and 
surrounding areas 

Proposed School Model 

 Chicago Classical Academy Charter School (Chicago Classical) proposed to open a new school campus in fall 2018.  In
its first year of operation, the applicant proposed to serve 224 students in Kindergarten through 5th grade, adding
one additional grade each year until it reaches full scale in its fourth year of operation.  The proposal notes that the
applicant would seek approval to expand to serve high school grades during the initial charter term.

 The school design incorporates key elements of existing schools affiliated with the Barney Charter School Initiative.

 The applicant planned to implement an integrated curriculum in the liberal arts.  Core Knowledge serves as the
foundation of the school’s academic program.

 The applicant intended to focus on and instill in students four core virtues: moderation, justice, wisdom, and
courage.

Findings Summary 

 Parent and Community Engagement and Support – The applicant has not demonstrated sufficient demand for the
school model to instill confidence that Chicago Classical will meet its ambitious enrollment targets.  The student
recruitment plan does not demonstrate commitment to enrolling a student body with diverse learning needs.  The
applicant has not demonstrated strong community support from elected officials and community organizations.

 Academic Capacity – The proposal does not provide a comprehensive plan for a high-quality educational program
that is likely to support all students in achieving academic success.  The described supports for diverse learners
including students with special needs and English Learners are insufficient and do not comply fully with ISBE
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requirements.  The social-emotional learning program is under-developed, and the applicant does not demonstrate 
how its plans address the needs of its targeted student population. 

 Organizational Capacity – The applicant group does not demonstrate deep understanding of the fundamentally
interconnected nature of all elements of school design. The proposal does not describe an effective school
organization with an administrative structure with staff, operational systems, policies, and procedures that will
enable the school to achieve its mission and prepare students for long-term success.  The allocation of resources as
detailed in the proposal and discussed during the capacity interview does not prioritize student success.

 Economic Soundness – The proposed budget is inconsistent with the narrative regarding the school’s plans for the
educational program.  It does not include clear and reasonable assumptions.  Further, the applicant has not
demonstrated how its spending plan aligns to the school’s mission and priorities.

Recommendation Drivers 

These recommendation drivers indicate salient findings derived from an evaluation of the applicant’s written proposal 
and were further confirmed in the capacity interview held October 4, 2017. 

 Though the applicant team possesses a set of skills and competencies relevant to school governance, it does not
demonstrate the ability to conceive the school organization as a complex system wherein a change in one area can
have far-reaching consequences across the school.  This is a critical lens for effective school operations, most
particularly during start-up.  Failure to recognize the connection between parts (for example, the relationship
between discipline policy and family engagement or how the number of English Learners who speak the same home
language impacts staffing) jeopardizes the success of the whole.

 While the proposal features a solid curriculum base with Core Knowledge, other elements of the planned educational
program are not sufficiently developed to meet the needs of all students.

 The social and emotional learning components of the proposal do not meet the needs of the targeted student
population.  The applicant does not provide an intentional and comprehensive strategy to promote positive student
behavior and foster a positive academic and social environment with high expectations.  The proposal lacks a multi-
tiered system of prevention and intervention supports to foster all students’ behavioral growth. The discipline policy
is internally inconsistent and relies on exclusionary and/or punitive practices.

 The proposal identifies several systems to be built by the principal, but has neither identified a school leader with
demonstrated experience leading a school, nor has the application described supports necessary to ensure the
success of an inexperienced principal.

 The staffing plan does not comply with ISBE guidelines for the provision of special education services, nor detailed a
comprehensive plan to identify and support English Learners within the school.  The staffing plan was inconsistent
between the applicant’s budget and narrative.

 The organizational plan is insufficient to ensure that the school operates in a manner that provides a safe and secure
environment for students and staff while effectively delivering a high quality educational program that is accessible
to all students.

 The financial plan does not support sustainable school operations.  The proposed budget (in several iterations)
remains best-case-scenario, not conservative, and remains inconsistent with the proposal narrative.  The allocation
of resources based on the budget does not reflect the school’s mission and prioritize student success.
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Evidence to Support the Recommendation 

1.1. Community Overview 

Rating: 
Meets the 
Standard 

The applicant has sought to understand the characteristics, background, and history of the 
students, families, and communities it would serve if approved to open. 

A response will generally be considered as having met the standard if it has all or most of the 
following characteristics:  

 Identified possible location(s) for the proposed school(s)

 Identified communit(ies) where the school intends to focus recruitment efforts and/or the
neighborhoods from which the applicant anticipates most students will enroll

 An accurate description of the demographics of the proposed school’s community and targeted
student population

 A comprehensive but concise demographic and historical overview of the targeted
communit(ies), which includes key events from at least the last few decades and the major
political, economic, educational, demographic, and/or community-specific trends that are
important to understand when seeking to serve the community

Findings: 

 Although the applicant identified two possible locations for the proposed school, they are not viable due to
zoning and budget issues (see Section 4.3).

 The proposal included the identified areas in which the application intended to focus its recruitment efforts on.
 An overview of each of the community areas for recruitment was provided and included a brief history, total

number of schools in the area and a description of the current community.
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1.2 Community Outreach 

Rating: 

Partially Meets 
the Standard  

The proposal presents a compelling rationale for why the proposed school(s) are a good fit for the 
targeted communit(ies) and will effectively serve the targeted student population(s). 

 Members of the design team with strong existing ties to the community
 Evidence that the applicant conducted significant, authentic outreach in the targeted

communit(ies) to inform and seek community input about the application, including:
o Evidence that the design team participated in various meetings, events, and/or

volunteer opportunities to become more familiar with the targeted community
and develop an outreach plan

o Documentation of meetings that the design team held with key community
organizations, businesses, and leaders

o Documentation that community residents attended at least one community
meeting hosted by the applicant, with a discussion of the feedback received for the
proposed school

 A discussion of what community members identify as the existing assets and needs of the
targeted communit(ies) and how the proposed school would build on these assets and
help meet identified needs

 Evidence that the design team involved the community in developing an educational vision
for the proposed school or, alternatively, adapting the existing model to meet the unique
needs of the community

 An outline or table describing key pieces of feedback received from community members
with an explanation of which were incorporated into plans for the proposed school or not,
and why

 A convincing rationale for why the proposed school is a good fit for the communit(ies)

Findings: 
 Members of the design team have existing ties to the South Loop community.
 The applicant provided evidence to demonstrate that it conducted community outreach in the targeted

communities through a variety of meetings with churches, aldermen, South Loop and Prairie District
Associations.

 The applicant did not provide evidence to support that it understood existing community assets and needs and
how the proposal would utilize those assets and meet community needs.

 The applicant did not provide evidence to support that the community was involved in developing the
educational vision for the proposed school. Nor did the applicant provide evidence to support that it was
adapting the proposed model to meet the unique needs of the community.

 The application did not provide a convincing rationale for why the proposed school is a good fit for the South
Loop and larger recruitment areas. It was noted that more educational options are needed in the South Loop,
however there was no indication of why a classical model was the appropriate fit for the community.

1.3 Community Support 

Rating: Partially 
Meets the 
Standard 

The applicant has demonstrated that there is sufficient student demand to meet enrollment 
targets and community support for the proposed school. 

 Evidence of having conducted all three methods of outreach to all of the aldermen, state
representatives, and state senators in the intended recruitment boundary:

o Sending formal notification of the proposed new school
o Requesting a meeting (or listing meetings already held)
o Attending the aldermen’s ward nights

 Evidence that collectively presents a compelling case that students will choose to attend the
school and the school will meet enrollment targets, including:
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o A sufficient number of letters of intent to enroll for age-eligible children to comprise at
least half of the first-year enrollment capacity

o Personalized letters outlining why parents/guardians believe the school would be a
good fit for their child

 Evidence that the community understands and supports the school opening in its community,
which may include:

o A description of some of the key supporters and champions of the proposed school in
the neighborhood

o Letters of support from community-based organizations, businesses, leaders, elected
officials, and community members

o (If any partnerships are integral to implementing the school model) A draft contract
with a specific scope of services

 A clear vision for how the proposed school will positively contribute to the community,
outlining any services, resources, programs, or volunteers that the school will offer to families
and/or community members

 An open acknowledgement of opposition to the proposed school

Findings: 

 The applicant provided 50 letters of support, and 120 letters of intent to enroll, and a small number of
personalized letters from parents indicating why they believe the school will be a good fit for their child.

 The applicant acknowledged the opposition it faced from several organizations and dignitaries through their
community engagement.

 The applicant provided evidence of having conducted methods of outreach to elected officials for the location of
their proposed school.

 The applicant provided some information on how it believed the school would positively contribute to the
community, and indicated that it would plan for potential partnerships with some services, but did not tie how
that contribution met an identified and specific need of the community.
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2.1. The School Model 

Rating:  

Partially Meets 
the Standard 

The proposal explains who the school will serve; what it will accomplish in measurable terms; and 
the methods it will use to help students achieve defined student outcomes.  
 A succinct, clear, and compelling mission statement that:

 Is focused on high educational outcomes for students
 Reflects priorities that are meaningful, manageable, and measurable
 Reflects the targeted student population
 Is consistent with the purposes outlined in the Illinois Charter Schools Law (105

ILCS 5/27A-2(b)
 Indicates what the school intends to do, for whom, and to what degree

 A vision that articulates what the school will look like and accomplish in the near term and
future with concrete examples of anticipated student outcomes

 An educational philosophy that reflects the design team’s core beliefs and priorities for
educating the proposed student population

 An overview of the key design elements that explains how it is appropriate for and likely to
result in improved educational performance for the targeted student population, including at-
risk students

 (If proposing a Next Generation blended learning model: a compelling rationale for the scope
and design of blended learning strategies, which is rooted in the needs of the student
population and aligns with the educational philosophy)

Findings: 

 The proposal includes a mission to “unify a diverse student body by providing a rich, classical, liberal arts
curriculum with a strong civics and character component coupled with a commitment to the overall health and
wellness of every child.”  This mission is consistent with the purposes outlined in the Illinois statute and is
aspirational, but does not clearly indicate what the school intends to do to specific degrees, in terms of
measurable student outcomes.

 Although the proposal provides a clear vision, it does not connect its vision to student outcomes.  For example,
the proposed school seeks to provide an education that “aims at understanding the highest matters and the
deepest questions of Truth, Justice, Virtue, and Beauty.”  While this is an aspirational vision, it is unspecific and
does not address what anticipated student outcomes are.

 The applicant presents an incomplete picture of what the school will look like and accomplish in the near-term
and future.

 The applicant does not explain why the key design elements are likely to result in improved educational
performance for the targeted student population, including at-risk students.

2.2. Program of Instruction 

Rating:  
 Does Not Meet 

the Standard 

The curricula will help students become critical thinkers, effective communicators, and responsible 
global citizens. 
 A convincing rationale for the chosen learning standards (attached to the proposal)
 A clear description of and rationale for the selection of curricula in each grade level and major

subject area to be served
 For curricula already developed: Persuasive research-based evidence and/or rationale

for success of curriculum with target student population
 For curricula yet to be developed: A thorough, detailed plan for curriculum

development, citing who will be responsible for key tasks, their relevant
qualifications/experience, and a realistic schedule with clear tasks and deadlines

 A sound explanation of how teachers will know what to teach and when to teach it, including a
description of the resources that will help support teachers’ instructional planning and
implementation
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 All sample curricular materials requested for the appropriate grade levels and subjects
 Clearly explains policies for promoting students from one grade level to the next, citing criteria

for promotion and retention
 Specific graduation requirements with clear rationale for their selection

Findings: 

 The applicant includes a rationale for some chosen learning standards, but key details are missing. Most notably,
the applicant does not provide adequate information regarding alignment of the school’s standards with Next
Generation Science Standards for 2nd through 8th grade.

 The applicant adopts (in part) the Barney Charter School Initiative curriculum. The applicant provides a clear
description of and rationale for the selection of curricula in each grade level and major subject area to be
served. However, the applicant has not provided research-based evidence or a rationale for success of its
curriculum with the targeted student population.

 Although the proposal presents several studies, they are tangential – about Classical education
generally, and not directed toward the targeted population.  At other times, the proposal relies on
blanket generalities, like “Classical Education upholds a standard of excellence and has a proven itself
over the course of time.”

 The applicant has provided ample curricular materials for grade levels and subjects.
 The applicant provides policies and a chart of required criteria to promote students from one grade level to the

next.

2.3 Instructional Methods 

Rating:  
 Does not Meet 

the Standard 

Instructional strategies are intentional and engaging and will ensure that all students are 
challenged to use and develop higher-order thinking skills. 
● A clear, coherent instructional approach that aligns with and will support implementation of

the school’s curriculum
● Instructional strategies that are built on a foundation of proven educational practices and

teaching approaches
● Clear alignment of the instructional strategies with the mission and educational philosophy of

the school
● An explanation for and research-based evidence of how the instructional strategies will address

the needs of the targeted student population
● (If proposing a Next Generation blended learning model, the response clearly explains how the

teacher-student relationship will be translated into a virtual or technologically-driven
classroom.)

Findings: 

 The proposal lacks a clear, coherent instructional approach that aligns with and will support implementation of
the school’s curriculum.  The applicant describes a number of discrete elements such as “desks in a row”
without articulating how the school’s plan builds upon a foundation of proven educational practices and
approaches to teaching.

 The proposal’s instructional methods explicitly focus on memorizing facts and learning discrete facts across core
subjects, which does not reflect a strategy to ensure that students are challenged to use and develop higher-
order thinking skills.

 The proposal has not explicitly provided evidence that instructional strategies, such as teacher reading aloud
from text, rote memorization, and lecturing, will work among the targeted student population.

 The proposal lacks sufficient information regarding remediation and enrichment plans.
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2.4 Educational Goals and Assessments 

Rating: 
Meets the 
Standard 

The proposal sets ambitious but achievable goals for student achievement and outlines a clear 
plan to ensure that students stay on track to achieve the stated outcomes. 
● Specific, measurable, ambitious, realistic, and time-bound (SMART) academic goals that align

with the School Quality Rating Policy (SQRP)
● Academic goals that reflect the mission, vision, and educational philosophy and assessment

plan (if proposing a Next Generation blended learning model, metrics for the blended learning
components of the educational model)

● An assessment plan and table that aligns with SQRP with descriptions of the purpose, design,
and format of each assessment

● Demonstrated readiness to implement Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College
and Careers (PARCC), once finalized

● Diagnostic, benchmark/interim, and summative assessments that are valid, reliable, and
appropriately aligned with curricula and Common Core State Standards (CCSS)

● A data collection and analysis process that school leaders and teachers use to monitor student
progress toward identified goals, make curricular adjustments, improve instruction, and
identify areas for professional development

● A clear plan for consistently communicating with parents/guardians about their child’s
academic progress

● If proposing a Next Generation blended learning model with non-automated online courses and
built-in course assessments, course materials offer students’ access to answers, explanations,
and/or rubrics.

Findings: 

 The applicant articulates specific, measurable, ambitious, and time-bound goals for student achievement.
 The stated academic goals reflect the mission, vision, educational philosophy, and assessment plan for the

school.  However, the school has not presented a data collection and analysis process that school leaders and
teacher use to monitor student progress toward identified goals and make curricular adjustments or improve
instruction.

 The applicant has aligned its assessment plan with SQRP and has demonstrated readiness to implement PARCC.

2.5 Diverse Learners 

Rating: 
 Does not Meet 

the Standard 

The proposal includes strategies that will advance the learning of all students. 
● Presents a continuum of special education services, including related services, that is

supported by research and best practice and likely to lead to success for the school’s students
with special needs

● Proposal and accompanying ISBE Special Education Certification form that reflect a sound
understanding of the legal requirements of IDEA and Section 504, including, but not limited to:

o The charter’s obligation to serve students with special needs
o Providing a Free and Appropriate Education (FAPE) to all students
o Providing a continuum of special education services in the Least Restrictive

Environment (LRE), including providing access to the general education curriculum,
standardized testing, extracurricular and culture-building activities

o Methods for identifying and supporting students with disabilities
o Procedures for evaluating identified students, developing Individualized Education

Plans (IEPs), and monitoring and assessing progress, including the roles of personnel
and parents

o The rights of students with disabilities in disciplinary proceedings
● Well-defined processes for identifying English Learners, including administration of placement

assessments and communications to parents and teachers
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● Proposal and accompanying ISBE English Learners Certification form reflect a sound
understanding of the legal requirements related to English Learners

● A plan for identifying and addressing the needs of students within the general education
program who require significant additional academic support or intervention (note: may
include a description of the Multi-Tiered System of Supports and/or Response to Intervention)

● A clear understanding of expected remediation needs of incoming students
● Programs and services to ensure that all students are challenged with the appropriate level of

rigor, including students with accelerated learning needs

Findings: 

 The applicant does not present a continuum of special education services, including related services that is
supported by research and best practice and likely to lead to success for the school’s students with special
needs.

 The applicant provides an ISBE Special Education Certification form, but portions of the narrative and submitted
budget fail to demonstrate sound understanding of the requirements related to providing special education
services.  For example, the budget indicates the school will employ just one special education teacher in the
start-up year despite enrollment projections clearly indicating a higher level of support needs.  Additionally, the
proposal indicates the school will rely on the district for many pieces of the special education identification
process and services, without a clear understanding of “child find” requirements in Illinois.  When asked about
this during the capacity interview, the applicant responded, “Whatever the IEP requires, we will provide”
without any details on how the school will serve diverse learners.

 The processes for identifying English Learners are not well-defined. The proposal does not provide a specific
plan to ensure that the school has staff eligible for and certified to administer grade-specific ISBE required
screeners and that staff remain up-to-date on eligibility criteria for each screener.

 The proposal does not demonstrate sound understanding of the legal requirements and best practices for
serving English Learners.  The applicant does not demonstrate knowledge of accommodations or exemptions
granted to English Learners in local and state assessments.

 The applicant does not provide a clear plan to ensure the school hires staff qualified to provide appropriate
English Learner services.  It is unclear that the school plans to monitor the number of English Learners who
speak the same home language to make staffing decisions.  If the school has 20 or more English Learners who
speak Spanish, instruction in Spanish is required as part of a transitional bilingual education program, but the
narrative indicates that students will be exposed to Spanish if resources permit.

 Though the applicant provides a narrative about programs and services to challenge all students, the proposal
does not demonstrate clear understanding of expected remediation needs of incoming students.  Remediation
is described in reactive, and not proactive, terms.

 The applicant does not present a clear plan for ongoing professional development specifically related to
supporting diverse learners for all instructional staff members.

2.6 School Calendar and Schedules 

Rating: 
 Partially Meets 

the Standard 

The school calendar and schedule provide a clear picture of how students and teachers will spend 
a typical day at school, incorporating all of the unique aspects of the proposed school model. 
● Annual calendar that:

o Is compliant with the Illinois School Code
o Reflects all of the instructors’ professional development days and student assessment

days
o Is supported by the school’s proposed budget

● Teacher and Student Weekly Schedules that:
o Provide a clear picture of how a teacher or student would respectively spend a day at

the school
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o Reflect all of the instructors’ described professional development requirements,
collaboration time, and roles and responsibilities

o Reflect all described student activities
If proposing a Next Generation blended learning model, the proposal specifies the percentage of time 
students will engage in learning through digital mediums and provides a clear rationale for 
designating that percentage of time. 

Findings: 

 The teacher and student weekly schedules provide a clear picture of a teacher or student’s day at the school; reflect
all of the instructors’ described professional development requirements, collaboration time, and roles and
responsibilities; and, reflect all described student activities.

 The submitted annual calendar is not supported by the proposed budget, which does not include professional
development costs.

 Notwithstanding the insufficient allocation of resources for teacher development, the annual calendar complies
with the Illinois School Code and reflects all instructional staff’s professional development days and student
assessment days.

2.7.1 School Culture 

Rating:  

Does Not Meet 
the Standard  

The proposal describes appropriate and effective strategies promote a positive academic and 
social environment with high behavioral and academic expectations. 
● An intentional strategy – citing clear policies, systems, and traditions – to promote positive

student behavior and foster a positive academic and social environment with high expectations
● Well-defined goals for school culture and plans to monitor progress
● A plan to communicate and norm a culture of high expectations with students, teachers,

administrators, and families and promote positive behavior
● Clearly identified staff members to perform all roles and responsibilities described in this

subsection, with alignment to their job descriptions, annual and weekly schedules, and the
staffing and organizational charts

Findings: 

 The applicant does not provide an intentional and comprehensive strategy to promote positive student
behavior and foster a positive academic and social environment with high expectations.  The proposal does not
include a specific implementation plan for teaching the identified core values and expectations.  The applicant
does not address how the school will integrate the cultural diversity of the targeted student population into
plans to introduce students to “the virtuous behavior of timeless heroes and heroines of literature and history.”

 The applicant does not present well-defined goals for school culture or plans to monitor progress toward those
goals.

 The applicant does not describe how the school will communicate and norm a culture of high expectations with
students, teachers, administrators, and families.  In the capacity interview, when asked how the school would
maintain positive relationships with parents who choose not to or are unable to participate in the manner
expected by the school, the applicants indicated that the school would simply continue to communicate with
the parents and possibly turn to another adult with a close relationship to the student.

 The applicant team does not articulate a clear and strategic plan for building and monitoring school culture.  In
the capacity interview, when asked about the decision to start the school as a K-5, the applicant team stated
that they envisioned a K-2 start to build desired culture but were persuaded to plan a larger start due to
finances.  The team did not address how the significant change in opening grades impacted plan, nor provided
insight into the pros and cons weighed prior to making the final decision.

 In light of a proposal seeking to open a school across 6 grades (K-5) in year 1, the proposal’s lack of a plan to
integrate a culture, and to monitor progress toward school culture goals, would be compounded, where the
proposed school would be “unteaching” expectations and norms instilled by prior schools over several more
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grades, ages, and classrooms.  

2.7.2 Graduation and College Readiness Support 

Rating:  
  Partially Meets 

the Standard 

The proposal presents robust plans to ensure that students will graduate prepared for success in 
high school (for elementary schools) and college.  

 (If proposing an elementary school) Robust supports to ensure that students are prepared
to attend and succeed in a rigorous high school

 Age-appropriate college readiness supports that will build college awareness and readiness
among students

 (If proposing a high school) Robust supports to help students apply, enroll, and persist in
college

 (If proposing a high school) Methods for tracking student/alumni college acceptance and
persistence rates

 Clearly identified staff members to perform all roles and responsibilities described in this
subsection, with alignment to their job descriptions, annual and weekly schedules, and the
staffing and organizational charts

Findings: 
 The applicant will offer office hours supports and tutoring to students who are not meeting grade level

expectations and to keep students on track for rigorous high school.  However, the applicant did not identify
additional supports or a system to ensure student success.

 The applicant describes age-appropriate college readiness supports that will build college awareness among
middle school students.

 Applicant does not provide for assistance or counseling regarding high school choice in the city.  Applicant may
assume that its students will be attending K-12 at the proposed school, even though the school is a proposed K-
8, with an intention to apply for a 9-12 in year 3.

 Applicant has identified the principal and school counselors to perform roles and responsibilities described in
this subsection.

2.7.3 Parent and Community Engagement 

Rating: 
 Meets the 
Standard 

The proposal cites the systems, programs, and policies that will support the needs of all students 
and help remove barriers to learning. 

 Applicant has explained thoughtful methods to build family-school partnerships to encourage
the involvement of parents/guardians in the school and their student’s education

 A description of the nature and extent of parent and community involvement in the
governance and operation of the charter school

 Clear mechanisms for parents and community members to provide feedback and/or express an
objection or concern to the school and Board on an ongoing basis

 Clearly identified staff members to perform all roles and responsibilities described in this
subsection, with alignment to their job descriptions, annual and weekly schedules, and the
staffing and organizational charts

Findings: 

 The applicant describes a variety of opportunities for parents/guardians to participate in the school community
and to support their student’s education.  Nearly all of the parent opportunities to participate in the school
community depend on the parents providing their time or services to the school, not vice versa, which does not
reflect an understanding of the likely family demographic population.

 The family advisory board information describes a mechanism for families to provide some degree of input to
the Board, though it is not a formalized means of direct governance involvement with Board voting rights.
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 The proposal includes clear mechanisms for parents and community members to express concerns with the
academic program.  However, the applicant does not discuss how the school will support families who have
difficulty in meeting the school’s expectations.

2.8.1    Discipline, Behavioral Intervention, and Classroom Management 

Rating: 
Does Not Meet 

the Standard 

The proposal cites the systems, programs, and policies that will support the needs of all students 
and help remove barriers to learning. 

 A multi-tiered system of prevention and intervention supports to foster all students’ behavioral
growth, including the general student population and students in need of targeted support

 Clear identification of specific staff members who are responsible for overseeing the
implementation of student discipline and behavioral interventions, including maintenance of
student records and data

 Plans to consistently communicate behavior expectations, consequences, and rewards to
students and families

 A comprehensive list of offenses that may result in student suspension or expulsion

 An explanation of the corrective, instructive, and/or restorative responses to misbehavior that
will be used prior to the use of exclusionary discipline, including a clear description of how the
school intends to comply with SB 100

Findings: 

 The proposal includes clear discipline policies and procedures and states that the school plans to integrate the
district’s student code of conduct.  However, the presented information raises concerns about the use of
exclusionary and punitive disciplinary practices rather than supportive, evidence-based or restorative practice
interventions.  It does not describe an integrated multi-tiered system for teaching social-emotional learning
skills, which could be effective in responding to challenging student behaviors linked to trauma, neglect, or
unidentified disabilities. During the capacity interview, the applicant was not able to clearly articulate a system
of support for students or families in need of behavioral or other support.  Applicant could not articulate any SEL
interventions outside of mentoring.

 The applicant does not clearly identify specific staff members responsible for overseeing the implementation of
student discipline and behavioral interventions.  Both proposal and capacity interview demonstrated applicants’
lack of understanding of systemic need and preparation for students who may present continued challenging
behaviors and a multi-tiered system of intervention supports in order to foster all students’ behavioral growth.

 Examples of punitive and/or exclusionary practices included in the submitted policies include:
o loss of nonacademic privileges;
o removal from the classroom, potentially for repeated low-level behaviors; and
o “in-school suspension until parent visits.” This policy could result in markedly different consequences

(i.e., length of removal from classroom) for the same behaviors as a plethora of circumstances could
limit parents’ ability to appear at school with limited notice.

 The presented discipline policy does not reflect consideration of the cultural and economic diversity of the
projected student population.  The proposal states “Principal may require the parent to attend a full day of class
with the student upon conclusion of the suspension.” This practice does not take into account employment
constraints, limited transportation options, childcare challenges, etc. often faced by economically disadvantaged
families.  Further, it makes no mention of language supports the school would provide for parents who do not
speak English and does not acknowledge cultural norms or previous experiences that may inhibit parents’
willingness to attend a full day of instruction with their student.  When asked about this specific issue during the
capacity interview, the applicant group was unable to identify how the school will mitigate this risk beyond
relying on the discretion of the principal and school counselors.
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2.8.2 Social, Emotional, Mental, and Physical Health Needs 

Rating: 
Partially Meets 
the Standard 

The proposal presents a robust plan to holistically remove barriers to student learning and support 
students’ social, emotional, mental, and physical health.  

 A realistic description of the anticipated social, emotional, mental, and physical health needs of
the targeted student population

 Specific systems and metrics to identify and consistently monitor students’ social, emotional,
mental, and physical health needs

 Well-defined processes for identifying homeless students, including administration of
placement assessments and communications to parents and teachers

 Staff members who will be responsible for overseeing efforts to support students’ social,
emotional, mental, and physical health needs

 Programs, services, and activities that will holistically remove barriers to learning and promote
students’ health, safety, and social and emotional development

 Clearly identified staff members to perform all roles and responsibilities described in this
subsection, with alignment to their job descriptions, annual and weekly schedules, and the
staffing and organizational charts

Findings: 

 The proposal lists potential social, emotional, mental, and physical needs of a student population.

 The applicant does not provide a sufficient plan for multi-tiered systems of support to address or differentiate
the approach to needs of the student population.

 The proposal notes that the school will provide counselors, mentors, and supports from external organizations
but does not detail the systems and metrics to be used to identify students and families in need of targeted
supports.

 The proposal includes detailed steps for supporting homeless students.

 The applicant did not clearly identify staff members to perform the roles and responsibilities of those managing
the needs of the population.

 While the application noted that the school will implement “well-proven and tested SEL curriculum” to build
students’ social-emotional learning skills, it did not specify the particular system it would use.  The application
mentioned “Peaceful People used by Namaste Charter School” as an example of an SEL curriculum that it may
employ, but the application itself does not provide specific systems and metrics to identify and consistently
monitor students’ social, emotional, mental, and physical health needs.

2.9.1 Recruitment and Selection 

Rating:  
Partially Meets 

the Standard  

The human resources strategy will realistically help the school identify and attract highly 
effective teachers, leaders, and staff who are committed to fulfilling the school's mission. 

 A staffing plan that includes all instructional and non-instructional positions in the school over
the five years of the charter contract and aligns with descriptions of positions and the school
model in other parts of the proposal

 A clear description of how the staffing plan will support student achievement

 Sensible and clear organization-level decision-making authority that delineates the respective
roles and responsibilities of the Board, management organization, school administration, and
any school advisory bodies or parent/teacher councils

 Alignment between the positions cited in the organizational chart, staffing model and budget

 Attached job descriptions that clearly delineate the roles and responsibilities for each position

 Strategies for recruiting and hiring staff members who can drive student achievement,
including bilingual-certified, special education, and other high-need teachers
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 Hiring criteria, selection process, and job descriptions that are clearly aligned to the school’s
mission, educational philosophy, and professional culture (Next Generation applicants specify
whether faculty and administrators will be required to have experience teaching in blended
learning environments)

 Proposed compensation and benefits packages that are competitive and will allow the school to
attract and retain highly qualified staff

Findings: 

 The proposal does not provide a clear description of how the staffing plan will support student achievement.
 In the application and during the capacity interview, the applicant stated that the “principal is expected to teach

regularly,” but did not articulate the parameters of instructional responsibilities.  The job description for
principal in Appendix 2.9 does not list teaching as a job requirement.  While instructional obligations are not, by
themselves, an obstacle to effective school leadership, they inherently take time away from the leader’s
attention to the quality of the school-wide academic program and other core management functions,
particularly for the proposed principal who has not served in the role before.

 The applicant does not demonstrate commitment to recruiting and retaining bilingual-certified, special 
education, and other high-need teachers.

 The proposal delineates the respective responsibilities of the Board, school leaders, and advisory councils.
 The applicant does not provide an explanation of how the hiring criteria, selection process and job descriptions

will align to the school’s mission, education philosophy, and professional culture.  The hiring process is unclear,
except for that the power to hire rests with the principal.

 The submitted budget does not include information regarding employee benefits, which will be key in recruiting
and retaining staff able to drive high levels of student achievement.

2.9.2 Professional Development 

Rating:  
 Does Not Meet 

the Standard 

The human resources strategy will realistically help the school develop and retain highly effective 
teachers, leaders, and staff who are committed to fulfilling the school's mission. 
 An approach to PD that is constructive, reflective, growth-oriented, and based on the provision

of meaningful and timely feedback
 Clearly delineated roles and responsibilities for facilitating PD opportunities
 A plan for identifying PD topics and determining whether PD will be provided internally or

externally
 Adequate protected time in the school’s schedule and calendar to implement the described PD

supports and collaboration time
 PD costs accounted for in the budget
 PD adequately addresses the unique needs of new staff
 An induction plan for all teachers that orients staff to the educational program and cultural

expectations
 A plan for using data on student performance and from teacher evaluations/coaching cycles to

evaluate the effectiveness of PD and inform future PD content

 Clearly articulated characteristics of a professional culture that will promote high staff
performance and retention

Findings: 

 The applicant does not describe an approach to professional development that is constructive, growth-oriented,
and based on the provision of meaningful and timely feedback.  The presented plan does not provide evidence
that the school’s professional development activities will equip all teachers with the skills and competencies
necessary to address students’ learning needs.

 The applicant has not clearly delineated roles and responsibilities for facilitating PD opportunities, but has
merely stated that “the Principal, in collaboration with teachers, will develop a professional development
program for new and continuing teachers, administrators, and other staff.”
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 While the applicant has detailed substantial professional development provided at the Barney Charter School
Initiative in Michigan, the application does not provide a plan to identify PD topics.

 The narrative does not clearly articulate the characteristics of a professional culture that will promote high staff
performance and retention.  The proposal does not indicate how the stated goal of a retention rate of 90% for
instructional staff supports a culture of high expectations for student achievement and teacher performance.

 The applicant has not articulated a plan for using data on student performance and from teacher evaluations or
coaching cycles to evaluate the effectiveness of the PD or to inform future PD content.

 The budget does not include costs for professional development.  Although the applicant has adopted in full the
Barney Charter initial professional development program, it is unclear how the school will provide sustained,
systemic supports that will foster success for students and staff without dedicated resources for an array of
ongoing professional development activities provided both internally and externally.

2.9.3 Staff Evaluation 

Rating:  

Does Not Meet 
the Standard 

The human resources strategy will realistically help retain highly effective leaders, teachers, and 
staff. 
● Schedules and processes for teacher observation and evaluation.
● Explanation for how teacher evaluations are tied to PD, compensation strategies, staffing

decisions, etc. (Next Generation applicants specify how evaluation procedures will be adapted
for blended learning and online teachers)

 The proposal provides clear criteria for evaluating school leaders(s), specifies a process for
providing an annual performance review, and describes mechanisms for offering school
leader(s) consistent feedback.

Findings: 

 The applicant does not include schedules and processes for teacher observation and evaluation beyond
“employees will be evaluated at least once annually.”

 The applicant does not explain how teacher evaluations will tie to professional development, compensation
strategies, staffing decisions, etc.

 The proposal lacks clear criteria for evaluating school leader(s), a specific process for providing an annual
performance review, and a description of mechanisms for offering school leader(s) consistent feedback.

2.10 Design Team Experience and Capacity 

Rating:  

Does Not Meet 
the Standard 

The design team's (or existing school network's) experience and track record demonstrate the 
capacity to open and operate a high-quality charter school. 
● A summary for each design team member with details on each person’s experience and

credentials, role during the design phase, and intended role in the proposed school
● Design team members and founding board members that possess the wide-ranging skills and

experience needed to open, operate, and sustain a high-quality charter school, including
previous experience serving the school’s targeted population

● Clear explanations of the role(s) of consultant(s) in developing the proposal or implementing
the proposed model (if approved to open)

● Clearly delineated roles and responsibilities for each member of the instructional leadership
team that are reflected in the attached job descriptions

● Quantitative evidence of instructional leaders’ individual track records of driving significant
academic gains with similar student populations in a school setting

● A well-rounded leadership team that collectively has the qualifications and track record
necessary to ensure the successful implementation of the academic, operational, and financial
operations of the school
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● Clear plans to provide sufficient leadership development and support to address any gaps in
skill or experience to ensure success in a given role

(If an existing national operator) 

 Student demographic information and quantitative academic growth, attainment, and
behavioral performance data for every existing school in the network

 Half of the schools in an existing operator’s national network meet the criteria for
demonstrating a proven track record for academic growth, attainment, and behavioral metrics,
as outlined in Appendix 1 of the Resource Guide

 (If an existing operator does not currently have any schools in its network that serve a similar
student population to the anticipated student body in Chicago) A clear rationale as to why the
design team believes the model will translate to the targeted student population with a
description of the additional supports to meet the needs of the targeted student population

Findings: 
● The applicant provides a summary for each design team member with details on each person’s experience

and credentials, role during the design phase, and intended role in the proposed school.
● While the design team members’ appear to possess a wide-range of skills relevant to opening, operating, and

sustaining a high-quality charter school, the applicant does not present a well-rounded leadership team with
the qualifications and track record necessary to ensure the successful implementation of the academic,
operational, and financial operations of the school.  Further, the proposal lacks clear plans to provide
sufficient leadership development and support to address any gaps in skill or experience to ensure success in
a given role.

● Applicant has not provided quantitative evidence of instructional leaders’ individual track records of driving
significant academic gains with similar student populations in a school setting.

● Applicant has not provided clear plans to provide sufficient leadership development and support to the
proposed leadership of the school.  Instead, the applicant intends to rely on the proposed leader “work[ing]
closely with BCSI to hire a strong faculty that will execute the model well and serve our students.”
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3.1 Operations 

Rating:  
 Does Not Meet 

the Standard 

The school startup and operations plans will ensure that the school provides a safe and secure 
environment for students starting on day one. 

 A plan and dedicated staff who will be able to effectively perform the wide range of
operational duties required to run a school, including but not limited to:

o Transportation, food service, building operation, purchasing processes, student records,
school safety

 Clear roles for leadership, faculty, and staff to participate in operational decision-making
processes, including the development of personnel policy

 A feasible, detailed start-up plan with key milestones, tasks, owners, and completion dates
covering the array of activities required to successfully open a new school on time and ready to
serve students on day one

 A clear explanation of the roles and responsibilities of any staff in the incubation year and a
plan to compensate them during this time

Findings: 

 The proposal lacks a sufficient plan and dedicated staff necessary to ensure effective operations that support a
successful academic program.  The proposal highlights the major areas of school operations but does not detail
who explicitly will be responsible for all areas of operational performance, inclusive of student records, food
service and who is ultimately responsible for the school safety team.

 The five year staffing model does not align with the total full time staff identified in summary.
 The budget does not include costs for school security despite identifying two potential facilities that would

require that the school provides school safety personnel.
 The proposal includes a start-up plan with key milestones, tasks, owners, and completion dates.  However,

many of the owners are identified at a high level including the “design team”.
 The applicant did not provide a clear explanation of the roles and responsibilities of its staff in the incubation

year and did not articulate a complete plan to compensate them during this time.
 The school organizational chart details three positions for the 2017-18 school year: Board of Directors, Principal

and Business Manager. The remainder of staff would not be hired until June 2018 and there was no detail on
the preferred order of hiring. However, the start-up plan assumes the hiring of an Office Manager, Facilities
Manager and a Business Manager all responsible for a different aspect of the plan.

 The start-up plan assumes that activities occurring during the month of June will be done as volunteer hours. If
those volunteer hours are not met, the design team will support the principal and business manager.

3.2 Student Recruitment and Enrollment 

Rating:  
Partially Meets 

the Standard  

The plans for student recruitment and enrollment will provide all students an equal chance at 
admission and ensure that the school serves a diverse student population. 

● Realistic student enrollment targets that align with other relevant parts of the proposal, including
the five-year budget, staffing plans, facility plans, etc.

● A detailed student recruitment plan that is realistic, aligned with the school mission, and likely to
position the school to meet its enrollment targets in each year of five-year contract

● Strategies to recruit and retain the targeted student population, as well as students with
disabilities, students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), students who are English Learners
(EL), and students in at-risk situations, including (but not limited to) students who are homeless

● Clear application, enrollment, and registration policies and forms that ensure the school is
accessible to all students and families and is in compliance with the Illinois Charter Schools Law

● A plan to administer the lottery in a way that provides each student an equal chance at admission
and does not create a barrier to application, enrollment, or registration
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● Clear policies to maintain a waitlist and overseeing student withdrawal, re-enrollment, and
transfers

Findings: 
 The application did not include realistic student enrollment targets that align with other relevant parts of the

proposal.  Specifically, the budgeted staffing plans are inconsistent.
 Asked about contingencies in the event that enrollment falls below stated targets, the applicant was unable to

provide a break even enrollment figure, even when provided the opportunity to do so after the capacity
interview.

 The student recruitment plan described in the application is not strategic. According to the timeline provided,
very specific tasks such as creation of mass mailings appear to take place before the applicant plans to finalize a
recruitment campaign.

 The application did not include strategies to recruit students with disabilities (with the exception of outreach to
Easter Seals), students with Individualized Education Plans (IEPs) and students who are English Learners.
The student lottery process and applications do not appear to have barriers to entry, however the applicant
does indicate that attendance at an orientation session is required for all students who enroll in the school. The
application also indicates in the application that it will follow the requirements of federal law for conducting a
lottery.

3.3 Operational Compliance 

Rating: 
Does Not Meet 

the Standard  

The proposal presents realistic plans to comply with legal requirements. 
● The transportation plan specifies how the school will identify the transportation needs of its

student body, what supports and services the school will dedicate to meet student
transportation needs, and which staff member(s) will be responsible for overseeing
transportation services and supports. If transportation services and supports require funding,
costs are included in the five-year budget.

● The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance plan clearly articulates how the proposed
school will ensure compliance with requirements under the ADA.

● The proposal outlines the technology, equipment, processes, and/or personnel it will use to
ensure the ongoing safety and security of students and staff.

● The application specifies the types of insurance the school will secure and at what levels of
coverage.

Findings: 

 The transportation plan does not clearly specify which staff members will be responsible for overseeing
transportation supports and services.  The narrative identifies school counselors as responsible for student
transportation but also suggests special education teachers will be directly involved in coordinating transportation.
The applicant does not explain how staff members will balance their direct services responsibilities with overseeing
transportation duties.

 The transportation plan specifically identifies Students with Disabilities/IEPs and Homeless Students as areas of
focus for the charter but does not specifically address how it will meet the needs of at risk students and the general
student population.

 The applicant has not provided a sufficient plan for ensuring the ongoing safety and security of students and staff.
No security personnel or other safety costs are included in the proposed budget, and the proposal does not indicate
that the school will continually review safety-related data. The Facility Manager is identified as the school’s constant
security. A template plan was mentioned in the proposal but there was no appendix to align with the reference.

 The proposal references Appendix 3.3.4 for the types of insurance coverage the school will secure (with a
description of the levels of coverage) but Appendix 3.3.4 was not included in the application.
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3.4.1 Governance Start-Up 

Rating:  
 Partially Meets 

the Standard 

The board will have the capacity and supports to provide strong academic, financial, and 
operational oversight of the school. 

● Qualified board members (with at least the Board Chair and most officer positions identified)
who have the wide range of relevant knowledge, skills, and commitment needed to oversee a
successful charter school, including but not limited to:

o Educational, financial, legal, fundraising, prior governance experience, community
experience (at least one board member has strong ties to the community), and special
skill sets for unique school models (e.g. blended learning models)

● Complete Board Member Forms and Economic Interest Forms from all proposed board
members

● Proposed board members who display a robust understanding of their roles and
responsibilities in providing academic, financial, operational, and legal oversight of the
proposed charter school

● Viable plans and clear procedures to recruit and select diverse Board members, both to fill any
remaining gaps in skills prior to school opening and continually once in operation

● A thorough plan to build the capacity of the board by providing orientations and trainings for
the inaugural board leading up to school opening, all new members, and continually for the
established board once in operation

● A clear action plan for establishing the “working” Board in the incubation year

Findings: 

 The applicant does not articulate clear procedures to recruit and select Board members with diverse backgrounds
and expertise.

 The proposal included Board Member forms and Economic Interest forms from proposed board members in Tier I.

 Identified board members have a range of skills and commitment but their experience does not highlight the
necessary areas and components. The Board Member identified as the vice chair is no longer a part of the board.
The proposed treasurer has financial experience but not in the non-profit sector. Board Chair and President has
educational experience in schools, however experience in school oversight is not detailed.

 The proposal detailed a goal of ensuring that at least three new board members with community ties were recruited
and indicated that the area of development, academics/curriculum and community relations will also be focused on,
but did not detail a plan and procedure for doing so.

 Although the proposal details a governance training provided by the Barney Charter School Initiative, a thorough
plan to build the capacity of board by providing orientations and training for the inaugural board leading up to
school opening, all new members, and continually for the established board once in operation was not provided.

3.4.2 Governance Structure and Ongoing Oversight 

Rating:  

Partially Meets 
the Standard 

The clearly explained governance structure is likely to ensure meaningful oversight of the school. 
 An explanation for how the governing body’s size, regular meeting schedule, explicit

powers and duties, committee structure, process for expansion, terms, and succession
plans (as outlined in the bylaws) will ensure that the school is equipped to meet its mission
and goals

 Defined roles, responsibilities, and lines of authority for each Governing Board officer
position and committee, as well as differentiation of roles and responsibilities between the
board, school administration, and MO (if applicable)

 A clear mechanism to ensure that parents, community members, and key stakeholders will
be active in the governance of the school; a forum for parent, teacher, and community
input; and strategies for communicating board priorities and decisions to all stakeholders
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 (If applying as an existing non-profit organization) A plan to establish a new separate and
distinct non-profit corporation to oversee the school. If the non-profit’s existing board
plans to govern the school, robust plans to ensure that the board will be transformed to
provide proper oversight of a public charter school with clear guidelines to avoid co-
mingling of funds between the school and the partner organization.

 Formalized procedures for the Board to run effective, outcomes-focused meetings to
monitor the school’s academic, financial, operational, and organizational progress on a
consistent basis, including by setting clear goals, metrics, and rubrics for evaluation prior to
the school year

 Clearly defined systems and protocols for the board to consistently monitor academic,
operational, and financial performance metrics, including a description of how the board
will receive this information and from whom

 Policies, metrics, and goals that the Board will use to evaluate its own effectiveness on at
least an annual basis

 Well-defined accountability policies for the board, including attendance and committee
service requirements

 Clearly articulated triggers and a defined process to remove Board members if they are not
meeting expectations.

Findings: 

 The applicant does not provide an explanation for how the Board’s size, powers and duties, terms, and process
for expansion will ensure that the school is equipped to meet its mission and goals.

 The proposal generally defines the roles and responsibilities for each officer and committee though the
relationship between the Associate Board, the Development Committee, and the full Board is unclear.  The
applicant does not identify who is responsible for ensuring that the school’s policies comply with all federal,
state, and local laws and requirements.

 The applicant has provided procedures to run effective, outcomes-focused meetings to monitor the school’s
academic, financial, operational, and organizational progress consistently.  Applicant has not proactively
provided its resources to be used to effectively record keep, how it will set clear goals, and rubrics for
evaluation.

 The Family Advisory Board chair is identified as a mechanism to ensure that parents will be active in the
governance of the school.

 The Board by-laws provide a clear process (majority vote of trustees) to remove Board members but does not
articulate clear triggers or provide for due process.

 The applicant does not provide sufficient information about metrics to evaluate its own effectiveness.
 The proposal narrative is inconsistent with the by-laws regarding the election of officers.  The narrative notes

that this will happen at an annual meeting in August; the by-laws state the annual meeting will take place in
November.

3.4.3 Legal, Compliance, and Ethics Board Policies 

Rating:  
Does Not Meet 

the Standard 

There are clear policies and procedures for the board to govern the school in an ethical manner. 

 Plans for the board to operate in compliance with the Illinois Charter School Law, Open
Meetings Act, and the Freedom of Information Act

 An Ethics Policy that holds the proposed school’s Board members, directors, officers, and
employees to high standards of ethical conduct. At a minimum, the Ethics Policy provides
guidance on the following topics:

o Nepotism
o Financial interests in contracts
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o Gifts, loans, and favors
o Secondary employment
o Postemployment and post-membership restrictions
o Political activities

 A Conflict of Interest policy that describes clear procedures to identify and address or mitigate
any perceived or actual conflicts of interest among Board members, directors, officers,
employees, agents, or family members. The formal Conflict of Interest Policy at a minimum:

o Provides a clear definition of a private interest, direct or indirect, in quantifiable terms
(if financial in nature) for Board members, directors, officers, employees, agents, or
family members;

o Establishes a clear policy and procedure to disclose conflicts of interest;
o Specifies procedures to address or mitigate a conflict of interest; and
o Provides a method to determine disciplinary or corrective actions if a conflict of

interest fails to be disclosed for Board members, directors, officers, employees, agents,
and others.

Findings: 

 The application states that the board intends to operate in compliance with Illinois Charter Law, OMA, and FOIA,

and intends for all of its board members to receive the required training.

 The Ethics Policy does not address nepotism, post-employment and post-membership restrictions, or political

activities.

 Some policies and procedures addressing conflicts of interest appear in the school’s Ethics Policy.  The applicant

defines a private interest and requires all gifts and honoraria to be reported to the Board treasurer within 10

business days of receipt.

 The applicant has not specified procedures to mitigate a conflict of interest aside from recusal and has not

provided a method to determine disciplinary or corrective actions if a conflict of interest fails to be disclosed.
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4.1 School Budget 

Rating:  
 Does Not Meet 

the Standard 

The financial forms are complete, include clear and reasonable assumptions, reflect sustainability 
and financial health, and are aligned with the school’s mission and priorities. 

 A reasonable multi-year budget that reflects financial health, includes all schools and the central
organization structure (if applicable), and maintains (at a minimum) a positive cumulative cash
position

 Reasonable assumptions with sufficient detail and specificity to allow for an assessment of fiscal
viability

 An explanation for how spending aligns with the school’s mission, vision, and philosophy

 Sound revenue projections and planned expenditures that reflect all aspects of the school
model (including blended learning costs, if applicable)

 Capital funding for school facilities with clearly identified sources of funding

 Adequate reserves and contingency plans based on the minimum enrollment needed for
solvency, especially during the start-up years of the new school(s)

 Reasonable fundraising plans that clearly identify the amount of additional revenue needed to
maintain financial viability over the five-year contract

 Evidence of existing relationships with potential funders and current levels of interest that
suggest the fundraising plan is viable

 Contingency plans in the event that development goals are not realized

 The most recent audited financial statements and federal tax returns from the national
operator or MO indicate strong liquidity and a healthy capital structure to support the future
growth projections

Findings: 

 The applicant does not provide a reasonable multi-year budget based on reasonable assumptions that supports the
achievement of academic goals and ensures the school’s fiscal viability.

 The budget violates ISBE and district guidelines regarding supports for students with special needs.  According to the
narrative, the applicant projects 13% of the school’s students will require special education services.  The budget
shows one special education teacher serving at least 29 and up to 65 students during the charter term.  District
guidelines limit the ratio to one teacher for every 11 to 14 students with special needs.  Additionally, the budget
provides no dedicated administrative supports for the special education program.

 The proposal does not provide information regarding adequate reserves and contingency plans based on minimum
enrollment needed for solvency.

 The applicant does not provide an explanation of how spending aligns with the school’s mission, vision, and
philosophy; the budget does not reflect all aspects of the school model.  The total number of budgeted instructional
positions is inconsistent with the proposal narrative regarding student-to-teacher ratios.  The budget shows a ratio
up to 20.16 students per teacher while the narrative indicates that the ratio will not exceed 16.3 students per
teacher.  No extracurricular activities costs are shown in the budget, and the summer school revenue projections
assume a flat participation rate of 40 students throughout the five-year term while enrollment projections range
from 224 students in the school’s first year of operation to 504 students in Year 5.

 The budget provides insufficient funding for school facility renovations.  The applicant does not explain how the
school will account for the shortfall between estimated renovation costs and projected loan amount.

 It is unclear that the budget will support strong staff recruitment and retention as the applicant has included no
information on compensation/benefits package.

 The applicant provides inconsistent information regarding fundraising plans and does not provide evidence of
existing relationships with potential funders.
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4.2 Financial Controls and Monitoring 

Rating: 
Meets  the 
Standard 

The proposed financial controls are sufficient to ensure proper use of public funds. 

 Comprehensive fiscal management, monitoring, and oversight policies and controls that clarify
who has authority of the school’s fiscal affairs, internal controls, accounting practices,
purchasing, and payroll policies

 Financial reporting structures that make cash flow clear, provide budget-versus-actual
numbers, and plan for annual external audits

 A description of how the Board will receive updates and monitor the school’s financial position,
including a list of all financial reports generated, the frequency of generation, and responsible
party

 A clearly identified staff member responsible for directly managing and overseeing the school’s
budget

 A clear and adequate catalog of financial reports generated and to be generated, indicating
frequency and responsible party

Findings: 

 The proposal describes clear financial reporting plans that will enable the Board to monitor the school’s financial
position.

 The narrative clearly identifies the school’s business manager as the staff member responsible for directly
managing the budget, but Appendix 4.2 does not list the business manager as a responsible review party.

 The applicant describes measures the Board will take to ensure proper use of public funds including advanced
planning, forecasting financial needs, seeking outside revenues, and encouragement of a conservative spending
ethic.

 The applicant has provided a clear and adequate catalog of financial reports to be generated that indicates
frequency of review, and has a full-time Business Manager who will be responsible to generate all financial
reporting.

4.3 Facilities 

Rating: 
Does not Meet 
the Standard 

The proposed facility option(s) reflect identified space requirements and are viable and available 
in the proposed opening timeline. 

● Identified space requirements that adequately address the programmatic and operational
needs of the school, including any proposed growth

● An explanation of how the proposed facilities reflect the identified space requirements (as
evidenced by an adequate number of classrooms, specialized spaces, and administrative
spaces) and are viable and available in the proposed opening timeline

● A facilities plan that includes a cost estimate for each location, evidence of interest from each
facility’s owner(s), and clearly articulates a plan for completing necessary renovations,
including:

o Construction estimates and timelines, potential funding sources, and plans to achieve
ADA compliance

● A plan to appropriately address any risks associated with the proposed sites
● A clear timeline for securing one of two viable and available independent facilities, or one fully

secured facility, that will feasibly permit school use in time for the school’s opening

(If the proposed site(s) will not accommodate the projected space needs throughout the entire 
five-year period of the contract) A reasonable facility plan to meet space needs thereafter, 
including a discussion of risks and contingency plans 
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Findings: 

 The proposal identifies two potential sites for the school: 2545 S Martin Luther King Drive and 800 S Wells
Street.  The application does not adequately identify two viable facilities.

 The proposal included a facilities plan for each of the facilities, but the cost estimates for each location were not
reasonable, per CPS Facilities’ department review.  The applicant provided evidence of interest for each
building, but a reasonable plan for necessary renovations was not clearly articulated.

o The 2545 S. Martin Luther King Drive facility is not viable or available in the proposed opening timeline.
Key information regarding this building’s, timelines, and zoning for the S. Martin Luther King facility is
absent from the proposal.  A zoning amendment would be required to operate a school in the building,
and the applicant expressed in their capacity interview that Alderman King will not support the required
zoning amendment.  Further, it is unclear that the building can adequately address the programmatic
and operational needs of the school.  Based on the information provided by the applicant, conservative
estimate by the CPS Facility Department expects renovation costs ranging from $4.6 to 5.7mm, but
applicant’s budget includes only a $2.3mm facility loan.  Neither the provided budget assumptions nor
application narrative indicate how the school will fund the balance of the likely renovation costs.

o For the 800 S. Wells site, the CPS Facility Department expects renovation costs ranging from $4.6 to
5.7mm, but applicant’s budget includes only a $2.3mm facility loan. Neither the provided budget
assumptions nor application narrative indicate how the school will fund the balance of the likely
renovation costs.




